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Abstract: Aim of this project is recognize occulated images in signboard and recognize the signboard to help impaired persons and 

to avoid accident. Now a day many accidents are, occur the main reason for accident is traffic to control the traffic signboard is 

important one, but occulted signboard lead to traffic and accidents. Physically impaired and invisible persons did not saw that signs 

so, this system is very useful to their. Then autonomous vehicles is work efficiently using in the system, the signboard is 

automatically recognized and this proposed system guide the autonomous vehicles. This system recognize the input image and give 

alertness to the driver. Input image is taken from camera that is placed on in front of the vehicle that capture the image that is 

consider input image. Then the image is covert a gray scale image then resize the converted image using resizer process, and 

remove noise using any filter, after this process feature extraction and feature reduction method are used here for remove unwanted 

facilities and add more wanted feature and facilities. Then DNN process is important role in the system it is used to recognize 

speech signal and image signal. The main goal of this project is analyze the input image and recognize it and compare that input 

image with data set that  are stored in data base the data is matched with data set give alert to driver.  

 Keywords: Sign Board, Deep Neural Network (DNN), Gray Scale, Image Resizer, filter 

  

1. Introduction 

     Ilya Belkin (2019) was develop an algorithm. Here, they use DNN deep learning method , this method is  very 

use full in autonomous vehicle for recognizing sign board, the vehicle recognize the sign board sign ,before 

recognizing following process are followed by the below procedure.in this work there are five approaches used to 

detect the signboard, they are Faster R-CNN, Mask R–CNN, cascade R-CNN, cascade Mask R-CNN,RetiinaNet.the 

main process of the project is using image classification recognize the traffic light using instance segmentation find the 

pedestrians  cars.. Using above five data’s we can recognize the large quantity of traffic light data.  

     Karthikeyan D (2020) was develop the proposed system based on traffic sign detection. In image processing 

here road traffic sign divided into 2 types they are main sign, and auxiliary sign , firstly input image is get through the 

vehicle after reading the input image filter the additional noise using Gabor filter, after edge detection YCBCR 

conversion process is used because of compare detected image with the database. Then DWT (discrete wavelet 

transformation) segmentation process is used. The basic function of segmentation process is represent an image in to 

form of symbols.  

     Due to complex process of that exposed system, we have move to proposed system with new features and 

facilities. This project is object detection for signboard, now a day many accidents are occur due to invisible of 

signboard, destroyed, or braked signboard. Most of the place sign board are destroyed due to rain ,so that board are 

invisible to drivers to avoid this problem this object detected sign board detection system is used .this system capture 

that input image and after few process it compared with its data base and give result about that. This process are 

discussed below. 

Firstly, in this proposed methodology important part is DNN (deep neural network) in human body does not work 

without brain similarly for machines learning deep neural network is one of the important. Deep learning architecture 

are deep neural network, deep convolution network, recurrent neural network, deep belief network. That learning 

architecture are used in computer vision, speech recognition, audio recognition and machine vision, and image 

recognition. Deep neural networks also known as deep structural learning. In this system, input image is taken from 

the camera that is place on in front of the object. Sample dataset are already stored in database. Input image is place in 

form of RGB.in preprocessing system it have three units they are gray scale unit, resizer, median or any filter. colored 

image have 3 value  so we use gray scale unit it covert the RGB image in to black and white image ,this black and 

white image have gray color shadow. This image is have only one value .after this conversion .we use resizer to resize 

the picture pixels and size .then use median filter to remove unwanted noise and distortion from the image .the 

captured image is then compared with data set. If the data is match with input image the signboard is detected the 

system give alertness, else signboard is not detected. The feature reduction method is used in this system because of 
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we can reduce unwanted facilities from the system it is speed up the system we can use feature extraction for adding 

facilities to this system. Deep learning neural network is used to get accuracy of the result. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 Ilya Belkin (2019) was develop an algorithm. Here, they use DNN deep learning method , this method is  

very use full in autonomous vehicle for recognizing sign board, the vehicle recognize the sign board sign ,before 

recognizing following process are followed by the below procedure.in this work there are five approaches used to 

detect the signboard, they are Faster R-CNN, Mask R–CNN, cascade R-CNN, cascade Mask R-CNN,RetiinaNet.the 

main process of the project is using image classification recognize the traffic light using instance segmentation find the 

pedestrians  cars.. Using above five data’s we can recognize the large quantity of traffic light data.  

Sagar santaji(2020) developed an  algorithm ,that is explain about determine and recognition of the occlude sign in 

sign board, occlude sign board cause many problems to drivers when they drive vehicle, the detector recognize the 

shape of the sign on sign board due to rain fall or bending of board the signs may be destroyed so partial part of the 

sign only shown in the sign board to recognize that shape of sign using input image , they already got some shape of 

sign in their database, when it capture the occuled sign compare with already stored data  for which one is match for it 

to find out the occluded sign. 

 Zhong Qiu Zhao (2019) developed the proposed system based on object detection sign board, This paper 

deeply explain about the deep learning based object detection  framework that give resolution for different sub 

problems such as cluster, occlusion, low resolution with various degrees of modification on R-CNN.  The pre-

processing unit have color thresholding, Gray Scale Conversion, median filter, edge detection, Mathematical 

morphology, And traffic sign recognition have sobel edge detector, canny edge detector. The object detection system 

used for face detection and, generic object detection, pedestrian detection and salient object detection. The first 

detection such as COCO data set and face detection tasks. To improve this accuracy we need to modify network 

architectures)  

 Athira Mohan (2020) developed the proposed system for object detection; in this algorithm, input image is 

taken than the preprocessing unit that contain filter, resizer and the gray scale. Normal colored image have three value 

after conversion it have only one  gray scale covert to  white and block color only and got it gr(2020)y shadow  on 

it.resizer resize the pixel of the image, and the filter remove unwanted noise in the image .then segmentation process  

there two types , one is feature based(i.e. color Texture)  another type is depth based (i.e. depth),in this system they use 

naïve bayes classification, it is simple and easy to implement, and it does not require much training data. 

 Revathi G (2016) developed a sign board recognition algorithm, here input image taken through camera that 

is setup in front of vehicle, that input image is recognized through grayscale conversion, to determine the shape and 

appearance of the sign board here use mathematical morphology this morphology used a part of edge detection in 

conversion image .then using filter to remove noise ,and the main part of the sign board detection is classification here 

they use many classification techniques like ANN, SVM, FSVM, GA after this process that system give alert to driver 

.Karthikeyan D (2020) developed the proposed system based on traffic sign detection. In image processing here road 

traffic sign divided into 2 types they are main sign, and auxiliary sign , firstly input image is get through the vehicle 

after reading the input image filter the additional noise using Gabor filter, after edge detection YCBCR conversion 

process is used because of compare detected image with the database. Then DWT (discrete wavelet transformation) 

segmentation process is used. The basic function of segmentation process is represent an image in to form of symbols. 

 Jittima Varagula (2017) developed the proposed system is radar sensor system uses radio waves to determine the 

velocity, range and angle of an object. Radars can operate below practical driving conditions such as snow, rain or fog. 

The radar sensors highly suitable for detection of bigger objects such as vehicles, may not suit for small or narrow 

objects such as a pedestrian. In addition, the rate of the radar sensor is higher than a camera. Here, combination of the 

obstacles in the actual video images by using the HOG method. To obstacle detection classification, and recognition in 

real-time we use TDNN. For the result of the obstacle classification testing, using actual video images have 96.67% 

accuracy, with a false positive at3.33percentage fast network which still able to achieve high result. 

  Pranjali Pandey (2018) develop a proposed system. Here, they use OpenCV library and Emgu files, which is 

a cross platform .Net wrapper to the OpenCV image-processing library allowing OpenCV functions to be called from 

.Net compatible languages. The object to be tracked can be seen within the green yellow bounding box. A display 

message and audio message are given as output of the system. Histogram equalization is used for enhancing images in 

case of bad lighting condition. The Indian regulatory signs are also used for training purpose of the system. the camera 

input used are a mix of freely available Indian traffic signs, and real time captured photos of traffic signs in both day 

and night time scenarios 
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Safat B.Wali (2019) developing a system. Here operation traffic sign location is extracted and their characters are 

recognized. The pre-processing unit have color thresholding, Gray Scale Conversion, median filter, edge detection, 

Mathematical morphology. Moreover, traffic sign recognition have sobel edge detector, canny edge detector. To 

improve this accuracy we need to modify network architectures. In Pre-processing images were taken from different 

source of camera, all the images were standardized with its property color, orientation, size. After feature extraction it 

matches with nearby suitable signboard message will be popup saying that the occlusion has been detected and 

original signboard has been detected. Rajaram and joseph (2014) proposed a cluster mechanism for improving the 

routing process in the network. 

 

3. Existing Methodology 

 In Sign, board detection some technologies are already exposed. Our proposed system designed to overcome 

the struggles and complexities of the exposed system. Existing system have more classifications it is increase the 

complex level of the system. Then conversion process also more complex it take more time, accuracy of the result is 

question mark.it is recognize only above 20 X 20 pixel images only, below this size that is negligible. Image resizing 

not available in this existing technique. Normal input image have more values because it is color image. Image 

conversion is not placed here so recognition process is more complex. To avoid the problems we proposed a new 

system with all the needed facilities, it is more easy construction and easy to understand.  

4. Proposed System 

 This proposed system is has been designed based to overcome the existing system. This project is object 

detection for signboard, now a day many accidents are occur due to invisible of signboard, destroyed, or braked 

signboard. Most of the place sign board are destroyed due to rain ,so that board are invisible to drivers to avoid this 

problem this object detected sign board detection system is used .this system capture that input image and after few 

process it compared with its data base and give result about that. . In this system, input image is taken from the camera 

that is place on in front of the object. Sample dataset are already stored in database. That system have following units 

they are input unit, preproceing unit and feature extraction unit, feature reduction unit, DNN classification. Details 

about the units discussed in below. 

Block Diagram       

 

                                                            

 

                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 block diagram 

Pre-processing 

Feature Extraction Feature Reduction 

DNN 

Sign Image 

Input Image 
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4.1 Input Image 

 Input image of this proposed system is captured by camera that camera placed on vehicle after capture the 

image the detected image compared with data base both data’s are matched alert is send to driver. That alert message 

may be send through the display or speaker.so the segmentation of the image that process is more significant. Input 

image is captured in RGB type it have three values.in this format analysis about the image is have more complexity to 

rectify this problem we convert the RGB image to grayscale image, resize the pixel using resizer and during this 

process some noise are affected the image, so using filter we remove unwanted noise following process are places in 

preprocessing unit. Details about the functions of the unit is discussed below. 

  

Figure 2: Input image 

4.2 Pre-Processing 

 Preprocessing is one of the important technique to get efficient database. It is primary process in data mining. 

Using this preprocess technique we remove unwanted data and add needed data. It is before feature extraction and 

feature reduction we do preprocessing. In our project preprocessing, contain three techniques that are  

 Grayscale 

 Image resizer 

 Median filter 

 

4.2.1Grayscale  

 Input image is captured in RGB type it have three values. Gray scale have only one value .conversion of gray 

scale image from RGB image use gamma compression method, for remove  grayscale conversion use gamma 

expansion. Grayscale image have only black and white color only and gray color is spread on this image, the intensity 

of the image depend on the black and white color. 
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Figure 3 : Grayscale image 

Equation for RGB to Grayscale conversion is 

 Grayscale = ( r + g + b) / 3   ------(1) 

r - Red color 

g - Green color 

b - Blue color 

4.2.2Image resizer 

  Image resizer is important process. It is used to more images at various pixel values.in some techniques or 

system we use only fixed level of pixel images only, to rectify this problem we use image resizer. Proper resizing of 

the image is very important, when resizing an image needed information is deleted from that image do, user want to 

add new pixel value when resizing the image. It is used to user fixed to wanted pixel value and reduce and increasing 

the pixel value of the image. 

4.2.3 Median filter  

 Filter is used for removing background noise, which is damage the image, this noise reduction process is 

important method, median filter has advanced technique that will remove the edge also, it move entry to entry and 

move one entry to neighboring entry. Noises are damage the image so rectify this problem we use filter here. 
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Figure 4 Image with noise 

After using median filter the filtered image is shown in fig 

 

Figure 5 After Using Median Filter 

The median filter has a one dimensional and two dimensional process, the representation of one dimensional process is 

represent below 

A = (2, 3, 80, 6, 2, 3) 

After perform some operation the output of the filter is  

B = (6, 3, 6, 3) 

4.3 Feature extraction  

 Feature extraction is used for adding more facilities into system, if we need to any extra application based 

feature and facilities we add it with our system. Using feature extraction, its select and compile variable to features, 

and it reduce raw data and manage more process. 

In this system, we include 2-feature extraction they are 

 SURF 

 HOG 

 

4.3.1 SURF 

 SURF (speed up robust feature) it is used to extract point of interest, 3D construction, image registration, 

classification process .it is one of the local feature detector, it is one of the part of scale invariant feature transform 

(SIFT).it is feature is based on sum of haar wavelet behavior around the interest point. SURF is locally used to detect 

and recognize the people, human face, object etc. SURF is used square filter it is much speed 

 

            𝑺(𝐮, 𝐯) = ∑ ∑ 𝑰(𝒌, 𝒍)𝒎
𝒍=𝟎

𝒏

𝒌=𝟎
----------(2) 
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4.3.2 HOG 

 HOG, (Histogram of Oriented Gradients), may be a feature descriptor that has typically accustomed extract 

options from image knowledge. It is wide utilized in laptop vision tasks for object detection. This may be done by 

extracting the gradient and orientation (or you will say magnitude and direction) of the perimeters. 

Magnitude and direction of gradient equation given below  

           G =√G2
a + G2

b--------(3) 

                 Ɵ  = arctan Gb /Ga----(4) 

 

Figure 6 Collection Of Signs For Dataset 

4.4 Feature Reduction 

 Feature reduction is used for reduce the feature of the system. More unwanted feature are lead to over load of 

the system, time complexity increasing, system speed decreases, memory space decreases.so we remove unwanted 

feature it lead to speed up the system and we get quick response of the system. It is memory space also increase so 

speed of the system is increases. Feature reduction is make the data visible to human. Mainly when the data is reduced 

to 2D, and 3D it is easy to represent the data graphically. We use improved PSO in this system. 

4.4.1 Improved PSO 

 Improved particle swarm optimization is used to solve optimization problem. Performance of each particle 

measured by based on its performance and pre-defined fitness of the particles. The figure shows the PSO influence. 
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Figure 7 PSO Influence 

Xt+1ij=zXtij+c1rt1 (pbestij−Ytij) +c2rt2 (qbestj−Ytij) Vijt+1=zXijt+c1r1tpbestij−Yijt+c2r2tqbestj−Yijt------(5) 

 

4.5 DNN (deep neural network) 

 Optimized deep neural networks are computer vision methodology, DNN like the one to human brain human 

body without brain not working like to this system not working without neural network. 

 

Figure 8 DNN Accuracy Level 

 It is used to computer vision and machine vision. Deep learning architecture are deep neural network, deep 

convolution network, recurrent neural network, deep belief network. That learning architecture are used in computer 

vision, speech recognition, audio recognition and machine vision, and image recognition. Deep neural networks also 

known as deep structural learning.it is recognize and analyze the image signals, voice signals, etc.in this system we use 

optimized deep neural network it is used to image recognition. 
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5. Result And Discussion 

 This system the main aim of the project is help to recognize occulted signboard and the signboard how to 

recognize by invisible persons. For this result based on deep neural network algorithm. Real images is captured by the 

camera that is fixed in front of the vehicle then preprocessing method after that feature extraction that have two 

extraction methods that are SURF and  HOG, then feature reduction method to increase the speed of the system. 

Finally, input images match with dataset, data set is have collection of sample data , if the input data is matched with 

data set the system give alertness to invisible driver .this paper construction have input unit, preproceing unit and 

feature extraction unit, feature reduction unit, DNN classification. 

6. Conclusion 

 Thus the paper concluded that we reduce the complexity of the system and reduce the time to take an output. 

The speed of the system is increased in this system, required memory spacing also reduced in this propose system. It 

can be use regular life for physically impaired and invisible persons. For physically impaired persons autonomous 

vehicle system is more useful. We use this system in autonomous vehicle, it is more helpful to their and reduce the 

accident. 

7. Future Scope 

 In this system use for physically impaired and invisible drivers, in future it will develop to guide invisible and 

physically impaired persons when their walking on the roads it gives guidance for their. 
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